
Learning question: Were the Vikings really viscous?

Key areas of learning:

In our topic lessons this year we will continue to learn all about the Romans, Vikings and Anglo-Saxons. We will be focusing 
mainly on invasions that occurred and how each group of people influenced our customs, cultures and environment. We will 
immerse ourselves in the history of these three periods by investigating connections, contrasts and trends over time. We will

be examining timelines and developing our historical vocabulary. 

English:

As writers, we will be learning how to 
write an information text. We will base our 
model texts around the Vikings and their 
invasion into England. The children will 
then move on to look at the positive side 
of a Viking invasion for their own writing. 

Mathematics:

As mathematicians, the big focus this half 
term will be upon addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division methods.

There will be lots of opportunity to practise 
various  methods for working out and we will 
then reinforce with lots of investigative 
problem solving work to apply the methods.

Science:

As scientists we are learning about 
the states of matter. Looking closely 
at how each are classified and the 
particle elements that each are made 
from.

Curriculum enrichment:

We are exploring the theme of 
‘The Gift of Giving’. Each class in school 
has chosen a community group in the 
village and will work hard to create 

something for them.
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Spiritual, Moral, Social 
& Cultural (SMSC):

We will explore how to be safe online, 
where we can go to seek advice, how we 
can spot and stop bullying and lastly we will 
learn about basic first aid.

How can you help at home?

Listen to your child read regularly and ask 
questions about what they have read.

Spend time practising tables and number bonds.

Use ‘My Maths’ and TT Rockstars homework at 
home to reinforce what is being taught in class.


